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ABSTRACT 
Separation of Small Particles Due to Density  
Differences in a CFB Riser System 
Jeremy L. Regester 
 Common wet density separation processes require large amounts of water, 
expensive wastewater cleanup, and do not effectively recover fine particles. A circulating 
fluidized bed riser system was developed as an exploratory system for dry separation by 
density that will eliminate many problems associated with wet separation. The system 
sends an air-solid mixture through a vertical riser. The flow pattern in the riser, 
established by varying gas velocity (Uo) and mass flux (Jp), allowed dense particles to 
collect at the bottom of the riser while less dense particles were collected through the 
riser exit at the top. The system was developed with many variables used to determine the 
most effective system geometry for separation. The system was capable of separating 
83% of the dense particles and only 1.3% of the less dense particles from the mixture. 
The separation quality can be adjusted by altering Uo, Jp, or the system geometry.  
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CHAPTER 1   
INTRODUCTION 
 Research in the field of dry separation of particles according to density 
differences is important in the minerals processing industry. A dry process will reduce 
separation costs by eliminating the need to dry particles separated using the common wet 
separation processes. A dry separation process will reduce wastewater cleanup needed for 
the exit slurry from a wet separation process. The wet separation process also requires 
large amounts of water, which may not be readily available. As ideal mining sites become 
less plentiful, minerals are being mined in areas with insufficient water resources for 
conventional wet processing. Transporting minerals, before the separation process, to a 
more suitable area for wet processing would be expensive and inefficient. A dry 
separation process would eliminate the need for a large amount of water resources in 
order to efficiently have a mine.  
 A circulating fluidized bed (CFB) riser system was investigated in order to 
explore the potential for dry separation of a dense material from a lighter material. The 
system uses the commonly accepted flow pattern in a riser denoted as fast fluidization. 
This flow pattern consists of two regions, the core and the annulus. The core of the riser 
is dominated by a dilute upward flow of air/solid mixture coupled with a denser 
downward annulus flow of solids along the riser wall. The proposed system used this 
flow pattern to allow the solid mixture to circulate within the length of the riser. The 
anticipated denser particles in the annulus would drop through the airflow and enter a 
collection bin. The low-density particles are transported along the length of the riser, pass 
through a series of cyclones, and collect in a product hopper.  
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 A sequence of the tests was performed to determine the conditions under which 
the riser may perform a dry separation process. The performance was noted for various 
ranges of mass flow rate and airflow rate into the system. The suitable separation 
conditions determined the range of operating conditions for the test matrix.  
The efficiency of separation process will be observed. The rate at which mass can 
be processed by the system as well as the required air supply were noted. These 
characteristics of the system were used to compare the system to some current separation 
methods in an attempt to determine the feasibility of the full-scale system in the coal pre-
processing industry.  
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CHAPTER 2  
BACKGROUND 
2.1 The Need for Particle Separation by Density  
One of the largest environmental problems in coal mining is associated with the 
pyrite found in the coal. The burning of pyrite during the combustion process is a 
significant environmental issue. Pyrite that is successfully removed from the coal supply 
before combustion can still have a strong negative impact on the environment by 
polluting the groundwater.  
During the combustion process, pyritic sulfur (FeS2) found in coal produces sulfur 
dioxide (SO2). A portion of the SO2 forms SO3, which attacks portions of a coal boiler. 
SO2 and SO3 exit the boiler and combine with water in the atmosphere. This results in 
sulfuric acid (H2SO4), which is commonly known as acid rain. It is important to 
effectively reduce the pyrite content of the coal supply before the combustion process in 
order to reduce the amount of acid rain produced. 
When pyrite is mined and exposed to oxygen, it oxidizes and forms sulfuric acid.  
Currently, lime is placed upstream of the water flow that is contaminated by mining 
waste to neutralize the resulting acidity.  
 
2.2 Current Density Separation Techniques 
 As of 1995, 45-50 percent of mined coal in the U.S. was processed at a coal 
preparation plant. Coal preparation effectively reduces 75-80% of ash, and 15-80% of 
trace elements with an 85-90% Btu recovery rate, but many of these processes are time 
consuming. One of the major sources of sulfur in coal is pyrite (FeS2), and pyrite 
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reduction rates are around only 35-70% for the current coal cleaning systems. (Fonseca, 
A.G. 1995) 
 
2.2.1 Wet Separation Methods 
Pyrite is commonly removed before the combustion process using the froth 
flotation method. This method is effective but produces large quantities of wastewater 
slurries, which are disposed of in holding ponds. The pyrite that is collected during this 
process and disposed of in the ponds will oxidize and form sulfuric acid. This results in 
acidic contamination of the groundwater. A dry separation technique would essentially 
eliminate this waste water and eliminate many environmental issues.     
 Zimmels (1985) covered the theory of density separation of particulate systems. 
Gravitational and centrifugal methods have been used successfully to separate particles 
according to density ranging from molecular to the size of a tennis ball. Gravitational 
density separation using a sink-float process has been used in coal preparation where 
heavier ash-bearing particles are removed from clean, lighter coal particles. Zimmels 
(1985) also notes that density separation can only be achieved in special cases where the 
particles are relatively large.   
Luttrell et al. (1998) demonstrates the rejection of pyrite using the flotation 
method and combining the flotation method with a Multi-Gravity Separator (MGS), 
which is similar to a shaking table, but also utilizes centrifugal forces. They describe a 




2.2.2 Dry Separation Methods 
In order to eliminate the environmentally unfriendly wet methods of coal 
cleaning, a dry separation system must be developed. Donnelly (1999) lists advantages of 
dry cleaning of coal to include:  
• Eliminating tailing slurries caused by wet separation 
• Eliminating expensive dewatering processes 
• Dry cleaning plants could be smaller, cheaper and more energy efficient. 
• Eliminating tailing ponds that are ecologically problematic.  
• Ultra-fine coal particles may be collected easier.   
Disadvantages of dry cleaning coal with current technology includes: 
• Lower separating efficiencies 
• Processes are susceptible to moisture in the feed coal that may require pre-drying 
• High amounts of dust from crushed coal 
• Low operation capacity 
 
Donnelly mentions pneumatic oscillating tables, air jigs, and air-dense medium fluidized 
beds as various dry cleaners that have been used. The use of air tables and jigs has 
declined due to low capacities, efficiencies, and dust generation.  
 Chen and Yang (2003) mention the necessary development of efficient dry coal 
separation. They mention that 3 to 5 tons of water that are required for conventional 
jigging of one ton of coal. Much of Chinas coal reserves cannot use this method due to 
inadequate amounts of water reserves near mining regions. Also, the high moisture 
content of coal that has been separated using wet methods makes transporting expensive 
and is effected by freezing in cold weather. They mention that oscillating tables, air jigs, 
and air-dense medium fluidized beds have been used commercially. Pneumatic separators 
were implemented in China in 1967 but are no longer used due to strict size constraints, 
low separation efficiency, high airflow rates, and serious dust pollution to the 
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atmosphere. The China University of Mining and Technology (CUMT) established the 
air-dense medium fluidized bed for 50-6 mm size fraction coal. The plant has a capacity 
of 50 t/hr and was accepted by the Chinese government in 1994. A 700,000 t/yr plant 
using this technology has gone into commercial testing.  
 Chen and Yang (2003) explain that the air-dense medium fluidized bed does not 
effectively separate particles smaller than 50-6 mm. They state that particles smaller than 
this are increasing in mined minerals due to increased mechanical mining. Also, pyrite is 
embedded mainly in fine coal. They investigated a vibrating air-dense medium fluidized 
bed, which is designed to better separate fine particles. The mechanically vibrated 
laboratory apparatus showed that fine coal with a size of 6-0.5 mm with an ash content of 
16.57% was cleaned to an ash content of 8.35%. This is approximately a 50% reduction 
in the ash content of coal by dry beneficiation.  
 Hucko and Schimmoller (1995) explain that Csoke et al. presented a theoretical 
analysis of a countercurrent airflow separator. Experimental results were obtained with a 
10-100 mm sample of coal. Terminal velocity differences in the particles were used to 
generate three output streams varying in product quality. The device has been used to 
clean a 20-40 mm coal stream with a less efficient separation compared to cleaning 
devices that are water based. The operating costs are claimed to be much lower compared 
to the dense-medium devices that it replaced and construction and operation are claimed 
to be simple.   
Donnelly (1999) also mentions a method of separating fine coal using an 
aerodynamic separator. The aerodynamic separation feeds sized material into a horizontal 
wind tunnel and relies on the shorter distance traveled by the dense particles in the 
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mixture to separate according to density. This process has weaknesses concerning the 
necessary size classifying before hand, dust control, and the effective separation of larger 







2.3 Basic Flow in the Riser of a CFB 
2.3.1 Theoretical Flow Regime in the CFB Riser 
 The three distinct flow regimes of a CFB riser with solid/air flow are dilute, 
dense, and core/annulus or fast fluidization flow. Dilute flow occurs when the solid 
content in the riser is very dilute and essentially moves straight up and out of the riser 
without apparent re-circulation within the riser. Dense flow occurs when the solid 
concentration in the riser due to re-circulation becomes high enough to disrupt the 
upward flow of the air through the riser and causes a bubbling action of the air through 
some or all of the riser. This is known as a bubbling bed. Core/annulus flow occurs in the 
transition between dilute and dense flow and is characterized by heavy circulation of the 
particles within the riser in which the particles flow rapidly upward in the core of the riser 
and flow downward along the wall or annulus of the riser. The particles may alternate 
back and forth from the core to the annulus flow numerous times before traveling through 
the outlet of the riser.  
 The flow regime diagram is used to show the flow regime in the riser for various 
combinations of the mass flow rate of the solids and the airflow rate into the system. The 
regimes can be theoretically estimated given the size of the particles, density of the 
particles, air density and viscosity, the Archimedes Number, and the Reynolds Number. 
The equations that were used to estimate the flow regimes were found in Fan and Zhu 
(1998). To start the calculations, the Reynolds number for the transport velocity, which is 
the minimum velocity at which the particle will be transported through the riser, was 
found: 










The terminal velocity of the particle can be determined using the following equation from 














=    2 < Ret < 500 
The particle Reynolds Number based on the particle terminal velocity was found using 

























and Jp is the solid mass flux into the riser. The solid mass flux is the mass flow rate into 
the system divided by the cross sectional area of the riser and has dimensions of lb/in2s. 




















The solid mass flux was assumed for a range of values and the upper and lower bounds of 
the velocity for the fast fluidization regime were determined throughout that range.  
Figure 2.3.1a shows the theoretical flow regime diagram of the riser given an 
average particle diameter of 250 microns. The density of the test sand was used to predict 
the flow regime diagram for the system since the mass percentage of sand in the test 
mixture is over 95%.   
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2.3.2 Core-Annulus Flow in the Riser of a CFB 
 The flow regime that was the basis for the concept of particle separation in a CFB 
Riser was the core/annulus flow. The downward flow along the riser wall and circulation 
of particles up and down the riser between the core and the annulus flow allows a 
combination of the three separation mechanisms previously mentioned to occur.  
 Yang (1995) observed the velocity of the solid in the annulus near the riser wall 
and the interface of core-annulus in the riser of a CFB. The solid velocity was shown to 
be downward in the annulus of the flow near the riser wall and upward in the center or 
core of the riser. Figure 2.3.2a shows the typical velocity profile along the diameter of a 
riser operating in the core/annulus flow regime. The annulus was shown to have a 
maximum downward velocity ranging from 0.2 to over 0.4 m/s for superficial gas 
velocities of 4.9 and 3.6 m/s respectively and solid mass flux of 26 and 32 kg/m2s 
respectively. The distance from the wall at which the upward core flow was determined, 
along the height of the riser, was shown as a ratio of the thickness of the annulus over the 
radius of the riser. The interface profile along the height of the riser was shown to be an 
S-shaped profile and the ratio ranged from 0.15 to 0.2 near the bottom of the riser to a 
range of 0.1 to 0.125 at approximately 5 meters above the distributor. The radius of the 
riser was 100 mm. The tests that were used to show this interface profile were with a 
superficial velocity ranging from 3.6 to 4.9 m/s and a solid mass flux through the riser 
ranging from 26 to 58 kg/m2s. The experiment showed the interface of the core-annulus 
flow that moved further from the wall as the superficial velocity decreased or as the solid 
mass flux increased.  
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 Bolton Et al. (1988) conducted tests with a riser approximately 15 feet high with a 
90 degree swept outlet at the top. The riser was operated with a bubbling or slugging 
dense flow at the bottom and a core-annulus flow in the upper portion. The tests 
measured the mass flow rate downward along the wall at various heights on the riser. The 
tests showed an exponential decrease of solid flow rate downward in the annulus as the 
height increased throughout the core-annulus region.  
 Rhodes, et al (1988) conducted tests to determine the vertical solid flux at various 
radial locations in the riser. The riser was fitted with a low restriction 90 degree outlet. 
They concluded that there was upward mass flow in the core and downward mass flow 
near the riser wall or annulus. They also noted that the magnitude of both the core and 
annulus mass flow decreased along the height of the riser. They note that the overall mass 
flow rate through the cross section of the riser is the same along the riser height and is 
equal to the mass flow rate out of the top of the riser.  
 Herb et al. (1992) observed the solid mass flux in two risers of differing diameters 
and heights. Three particle sizes were tested to observe the effects of particle size on 
mass flux. Superficial gas velocity and solid mass flux were also varied during testing to 
determine effects on mass flux. The tests confirmed core-annulus flow characteristics 
with a dilute, upward flowing core and a dense, downward flowing annulus. The 
downward solid flux along the riser wall was shown to be larger at lower elevations in the 
vertical riser. An increase in the total solids mass flow by a factor of two did not 
significantly change the downward solid flux in the annulus. A decrease in the superficial 
gas velocity showed an increase in the upward solid flow as well as an increase in 
downward solid flow. They determined that by decreasing a high superficial gas velocity 
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one can increase the circulation rate, the down-flow along the riser wall, and mean 
residence times for particles. The riser diameter was not shown to alter the annular mass 
flux significantly.  
 Rhodes et al. (1992) observed the motion of alumina particles in a CFB riser 
using a high-speed video camera. They observed that the particles predominantly moved 
downward near and against the riser wall. Some particles were observed to descend in 
arch-shaped swarms with velocities in the range of 0.3 to 0.4 m/s. At suspension densities 
greater than 5.6 kg/m3, steady bulk down-flow in the range of 1 m/s was observed. They 
observed three flow forms along the riser wall; they are dilute uniform flow, dense 
uniform flow, and swarm flow. Steady bulk down-flow was associated with the point 
where dilute flow and swarm flow were equally likely.   
 Hirama et al. (1992) defined an S-shaped curve, which shows the interface of a 
dense/dilute region. They showed that the density distribution appears at relatively low 
superficial gas velocities and solid mass flux. The height of the dense/dilute region 
interface was shown to be a function of the solid mass flux at any given superficial gas 
velocity. The interface was not found for gas velocities that were greater than the 
transport gas velocities. A conceptual flow regime diagram was created for a CFB riser. 
The diagram broke the flow states into five regimes: particulate fluidization, bubbling 
fluidization, turbulent fluidization, dense-phase transport, and dilute-phase transport. 
Both the bubbling and turbulent fluidization regimes are part of the dense/dilute region 
interface when the solid mass flux is less than the solid entrainment rate from their bed 
surfaces.  
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 Bai et al. (1992) performed tests to determine the axial distribution of the 
averaged cross sectional voidage in a fast fluidized bed. The tests showed that the 
voidage distribution is affected by operating conditions and riser geometry. A riser with a 
restrictive exit design will perform with a C-shaped voidage profile instead of the S-
shaped voidage profile exhibited with a low restriction exit. The voidage profile is 
inversely proportional to the density distribution curve used by Hirama et al (1992). The 
C shaped profile shows high voidage in the middle of the riser length and low voidage in 
the top and bottom of the riser.  
 Pugsley et al (1993) developed a model to predict the flow structure in a CFB 
riser. A prediction for the total pressure drop in the riser per unit length was developed 
























The pressure drop due to the gas and solid friction were excluded since they were found 
to be negligible compared to the solid hold up and acceleration effects. Substituting the 
equations for each component gives: 




















This shows that the pressure drop along the riser height per unit length is a function of the 
particle density, voidage in the riser, and velocity of the particle.  
 Berruti and Kalogerakis (1989) developed a model to estimate the core-annulus 
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where USC is the solid velocity in the core of the riser, εc is the core voidage, and rc is the 



















The solid velocity in the core can be approximated using: 
 tgcSC UUU −=  
where Ugc is the gas velocity in the core and Ut is the terminal velocity of the particle. Ugc 
















where Uo is the superficial velocity of the air. The upward flux of solids in the core is 
calculated using: 
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2.4 Separation Mechanisms in a CFB Riser 
 A circulating fluidized bed CFB riser is an upward gas flow that entrains particles 
throughout the riser. Gas is introduced into the riser by a distributor plate at the bottom of 
the riser. Solid particles are then introduced to the flow above the distributor. The gas-
solid mixture flows up the riser and exits through a gas/solid separator such as a cyclone. 
The solids are collected into a downcomer and can then be re-circulated through the riser. 
Figure 2.4a shows a typical CFB riser. While in the riser, the particles can travel in 
various ways according to the gas flow rate and mass flow rate of particles into the riser.  
There are three distinct flow regimes that can be present in a riser with solid/gas 
flow (Fan, 1998). The three regimes are dense flow, dilute flow, and core/annulus or fast 
fluidization flow. The basic mechanisms that will potentially allow separation of particles 
according to density in a CFB Riser are the gravitational force, radial force due to a 
velocity gradient in the riser, particle-particle interactions, turbulence, and the cluster 
break-up phenomena. These mechanisms are shown in Figure 2.4b. Many of these 
mechanisms are not well understood. Therefore, an empirical method to determine a 
critical velocity at which segregation according to particle density will occur in the riser 
will be observed.  
 
2.4.1 Gravitational Force 
The gravitational force is given as:  
gVolmgF ppG ρ==   
In the case where two particle types with similar particle size distribution are to be 
separated according to density, the gravitational force is directly related to the density of 
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the particles. The forces for two separate particle densities with the same size can be 












Steel and sand particles have a density ratio of 5 which results in a gravitational force for 
steel that is 5 times that of sand provided that the particles are of similar sizes.  
The difference in the gravitational force corresponds to a difference in the 
terminal velocity for the two particle types. The terminal velocity of the two particle 
types being separated can easily be estimated to give an estimate for the range of riser 
superficial velocity that would be appropriate for separation. The terminal velocity of a 
particle is a function of the particle size and density as well as the air properties. The 
change in the terminal velocity due to the differences in particle density will be used in 
this experiment to investigate separation according to density. Due to the effect of the 
particle size on the terminal velocity, the size of the particles will have to be relatively 
similar in order for the terminal velocity to be used for density separation purposes. The 
effect of the size distribution will be observed.  
 The terminal velocity of the particle can be estimated for the sand and steel 
particles using the equation given in section 2.3.1. The terminal velocity is estimated for 
a range of particle diameters for both the sand and steel particles. The results are shown 
in Figure 2.4.1a. The figure shows that the high density of the steel requires a steel 
particle 200 microns in diameter to have a higher terminal velocity than a sand particle 
500 microns in diameter. Therefore, the air velocity through the riser can theoretically be 
adjusted to separate steel particles from sand particles using the terminal velocity with a 
size range of 300 microns. 
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2.4.2 Radial Forces in the Riser 
The airflow rate through a riser is not uniform due to friction along the riser wall. 
The velocity profile through the cross section of the riser will be higher towards the core 
of the riser and lower along the wall due to wall friction.  
Yamamoto et al. (1991) conducted tests to determine the effects of a velocity 
gradient on the radial lift on a spherical particle at high Reynolds numbers from 4000 to 
35000. They measured surface pressure distribution, used a pendant method, and 
observed the trajectories of spheres falling in upward shear flows. Their studies showed 
that the lift force was in the direction of the lower velocity flow and that the velocity 
gradient had little effect on the drag. This study shows that with the velocity profile in a 
riser, the particles will be pushed towards the wall. As the particles are pushed towards 
the lower velocity region, the particles will have a higher tendency to fall back down the 
riser due to the lower local velocity. This will produce the core/annulus flow, which will 
be discussed further. 
Zhang (1991 p.46,82) shows two possible modes of solid transfer from the core to 
the annulus and vice versa during core-annulus flow in a riser. The first mode occurs 
during developing flow in the riser. Developing flow is defined as flow in which the 
change in pressure per unit height of the riser is not constant. This mode shows solids 
transferring from the core to the annulus at various heights along the riser. Solid transfer 
from the annulus to the core primarily occurred at the base of the riser. This mode shows 
that solids will travel up the riser in the core for an unknown distance before migrating to 
the annulus. Once the particle has reached the annulus, it will most likely travel all the 
way down the riser to the distributor. The second mode occurs when flow is developed or 
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where the change in pressure along the height of the riser per unit length is constant. This 
second mode is characterized by solid flow in both directions at various heights along the 
riser. This mode shows that particles can enter the annulus or leave the annulus at any 
height.  
 
2.4.3 Cluster Break-Up Phenomena 
 Clusters of particles that flow down the annulus of the riser flow will disintegrate 
and tend to circulate back up through the core. As the cluster breaks up, the heavy 
particles can continue to move downward along the riser wall. The light particles tend to 
be caught in the up-flow of the core. By putting a gap between the riser wall and the 
distributor, the heavy particles can travel along the wall and past the distributor and into a 
collection bin. To take full advantage of the break-up of clusters, the break-up must occur 
above the distributor in order for the particles to efficiently separate from one another. If 
the clusters reach the distributor before breaking up, the cluster will either travel through 
the collection gap or be broken up by the distributor and separation will not occur 
efficiently.  
 
2.4.4 Segregation by Density Difference 
Geldart (1986) explains segregation of powders of different densities in a 
fluidized bed riser. The empirical model estimates the critical velocity where mixing 
begins to take place instead of segregation within the riser according to density. The 
model uses the density and diameter of each particle type, the height and diameter of the 





















































where UmfHeavy and UmfLight are the minimum fluidization velocity for the heavy and light 
particles respectively. x  is the heavy particle mass fraction in the bed and UTO is the 
velocity at which mixing of particles of different densities begins. Segregation of 
particles of varying densities will occur at velocities lower than the critical mixing 
velocity.  
Zhang (1991 p.36) performed tests in a circulating fluidized bed using a particle-
sampling probe at various radial positions in the riser. They experienced blocking in the 
probe tip near the wall of the riser due to large coal particles, while sampling towards the 
center of the riser did not result in probe blockage. Their tests showed that particles 
collected near the wall were 7.8% larger than those colleted in the core at an elevation of 
5.65m above the distributor. They concluded that the larger particles tend to stay in the 
lower zone of the riser and near the wall. The forces resulting in this radial segregation 
according to size distribution may translate to segregation according to density 
differences in our tests.  
Dry (1987) described the possible particle segregations in both the vertical and 
radial directions in a CFB. They explained that segregation was suppressed by superficial 
velocities that were greater than the terminal velocity of all of the particles that are in the 
bed. Cluster formation also suppressed the segregation phenomenon. A CFB riser 
operating in the dilute phase where particle interactions are limited and clusters do not 

































EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND PROCEDURE 
3.1 Circulating Fluidized Bed System 
A Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) system was designed to investigate the flow 
conditions in the CFB riser and observe the effectiveness of dry separation due to various 
flow regimes. The CFB riser was set-up in the NRCCE High Bay Testing Area at West 
Virginia University. A two-stage cyclone system was employed to separate the particles 
exiting from the top of the riser from the airflow. A bubbling water filtration system was 
connected to the gas outlet of the 2nd cyclone to trap fines that were not collected by the 
cyclones. The riser height, collection gap width, internal rings, and outlet geometry were 
modified and observed for their effects on possible separation efficiency for the riser. The 














3.1.1 Design of the Riser 
The riser is made of clear acrylic tube with an inside diameter of 5 inches (127 
mm) and a wall thickness of 0.25 inches (20.8 mm). The diameter of the riser was chosen 
as 5 inches (127 mm) considering an average particle size of 250 microns in order to 
allow good particle/air flow. The transparent riser wall allows observation in the flow 
pattern in order to make adjustments to the flow parameters in order to achieve the 
desired flow regime. The riser is comprised of various sections of lengths of 1, 2, or 3 
feet (305, 610, or 914 mm). The sections were joined using flanges in order to make the 
height of the riser a variable for the experiment. The flanges were connected to the ends 
of the riser by three setscrews and glue. The flanges were constructed out of ½ inch (41.6 
mm) thick acrylic sheets and consist of 6 boltholes to assure a consistent pressure around 
the flange circumference. Paper gaskets were used between the flanges in order to 
prevent leakage. The height of the riser was chosen as 8 feet (2.44 m) for the preliminary 
tests in order to have a height to diameter ratio of approximately 20, which is common 
among CFB risers. The original riser length of 8 feet (2.44 m) was broken into 6 sections 
so that the length of the riser could be altered during the experimental testing in order to 
obtain ideal flow characteristics. Pressure taps were installed in 1 foot (205 mm) 
increments along the entire length of the riser. Four pressure taps were used during each 
test providing 3 differential pressure transducers with equal differential lengths for each 
test according to the height of the riser. The riser assembly can be seen in Figure 3.1.1a. 
The three sizes of riser sections used are shown in Figure 3.1.1b. The cross section of a 
flange and riser section is shown in Figure 3.1.1c.  
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3.1.2 Design of the Riser Outlet 
The original outlet for the riser was designed to be a side outlet with a 6 inch (152 
mm) stagnation area above the outlet. The outlet was a 1.5 inch (38.1 mm) diameter hole 
in the side of a 1 foot (205 mm) long riser section. One end of the riser was capped off 
with 0.5 inch (13.7 mm) acrylic sheet and the other end was flanged and bolted to the top 
of the riser assembly. The outlet hole was positioned horizontally at 90 degrees from the 
direction of primary riser airflow. The flow was sent through the outlet and directly sent 
into the primary cyclone using a combination of PVC joints, clear, flexible tubing, and 
hose clamps. The side outlet assembly can be seen in FIGURE 3.1.2a.  
An alternate outlet was designed after observation of the air/solid flow pattern in 
the riser during the early separation tests. It was observed that the stagnation portion of 
the riser above the side outlet was allowing the solids to rebound off of the end cap at the 
top of the riser. This downward rebounding of the solids caused circulation throughout 
the riser including down flow along the riser wall that was much higher than what was 
deemed necessary for separation conditions. This high down flow of solids resulted in 
high collection rates of light solids in the heavy particle collection bin. It was determined 
that the effects of a swept 90 degree outlet of the same diameter as the riser should be 
observed. This design would theoretically eliminate the rebound effect of the side outlet 
and possibly allow for much higher mass flux into the system without an unnecessarily 




3.1.3 Design of the Cyclone 
A two-stage cyclone was employed due to its simplicity, cost effectiveness, and 
relatively good efficiency. The dimensions for the cyclones were designed using the 
guidelines found on page 92 of Air Pollution Engineering Manual (Danielson, 1967). 
These dimensions are shown in Figure 3.1.3a. 
The flow rate through the cyclone was estimated to be between 9.8 to 14.7 ft/s 
(2.99 to 4.48 m/s). The inlet velocity, Vi into the cyclone was found by dividing the inlet 








for a cyclone with these proportion. Hc and Bc were taken to be the diameter of the inlet 




ivi Vh ρ=  
The total pressure drop across the cyclone is found using: 
 vichPP =∆  
The cut size of the cyclone is the diameter of the particles in which the cyclone should 
have a collection efficiency of 50%. The cut size in feet is calculated for the cyclones 













where N is the number of turns within the cyclone that the solids make and is estimated 
by dividing the total length of the cyclone by the inlet height, and Vi is the inlet velocity 
in feet per second. The densities are used as lb/ft3 and the viscosity is in lbmass/ft*s. Table 
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3.1.3 shows the characteristics of each of the cyclones at the minimum and maximum 
estimated inlet flow rate conditions.  
 
    Primary Primary Secondary Secondary 
Flow rate (CFM) 85 120 85 120 
Area (ft^2) 0.056 0.056 0.012 0.012 
Inlet Velocity (ft/s) 25.5 36 115 163 
# of Cyclone Inlet Heads 16 16 7.2 7.2 
Velocity Head (in H20) 25 50 510 1016 
Pressure Drop in (H2O) 398 793 3669 7312 
Number of Turns 6 6 15 15 
Cut Diameter (microns) 8.38 7.06 3.94 3.32 
Table 3.1.3: Cyclone Performance Chart 
The first cyclone is slightly larger than the second and is designed to collect the 
largest particles, leaving the smaller secondary cyclone to collect the fines. The 
secondary cyclone uses a circular inlet in order to keep assembly costs to a minimum, 
while the primary cyclone uses the traditional rectangular inlet in order to maximize 
collection efficiency. The primary and secondary cyclones can be seen in Figure 3.1.3b 
and Figure 3.1.3c respectively.  
 
3.1.4 Design of the Distributor 
The distributor is a vital contributor to the flow characteristics of the gas-solid 
mixture in a CFB riser. The distributor in this experiment had an adjustable outer radius 
in order to create a variable gap between the riser wall and the distributor. This gap was 
used to collect the dense particles flowing downward along the riser wall. The distributor 
was designed in the shape of a funnel at 60 degrees with a drain hole at the bottom so that 
any particles left in the riser at the end of the experimental procedure drained out the hole 
in the bottom of the riser rather than fall onto the distributor and into the holes of the 
distributor. This allowed all of the particles that enter the system during the test 
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procedure to be accounted for at the end of the experiment. The conical section of the 
distributor was drilled with numerous holes to supply the primary airflow into the riser. A 
gap adjustment ring decreases the ¼ inch (6.4 mm) of the distributor to a gap of 1/8 inch 
(3.2 mm). Another ring allows complete closure of the gap in order to observe flow 
characteristics of the particles in the riser given various mass and air flow rates. The 
canister has an inlet on each side above the distributor cone that continues through the 
riser wall and allows the solid/air mixture to enter the riser flow.  
 
3.1.5 Design of the Collection Bin 
The heavy particle collection bin and excess particle bins were designed to be 
connected to the bottom of the distributor assembly. The heavy particle collection bin 
collects the particles that fall along the wall of the riser past the distributor through the 
collection gap. It was built out of the same acrylic tube as the riser wall and was capped 
at the bottom with an acrylic sheet. The top is flanged and connects to the flange at the 
bottom of the riser section of the distributor assembly. The excess particle collection bin 
is designed to collect particles that remain in the riser at the time of shutdown. The 
particles that do not leave through the outlet or fall through the collection gap fall through 
the distributor drain and into the excess particle collection bin. It was threaded to the 
distributor drain.  
 
3.1.6 Design of the Pneumatic Transport System 
The pneumatic transport system is used to transport the solid particles from the 
hoppers to the riser using compressed air. The system was designed using a 2-stage air 
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delivery system. The system uses high and low air pressure to transport the air from the 
bottom of the hopper to the riser. The solids drop into the top of the pneumatic transport 
system from the hoppers and were then injected into the low-pressure air stream by the 
high-pressure air. The tanks were also pressurized to balance the backpressure on the 
outlets of the hoppers due to upstream airflow in the riser and the pneumatic transport 
system. The pressure is adjusted depending on the mass flux desired and the riser 
operating conditions.  
The high pressure air line and solid feed line were made from copper tubing. The 
low pressure feed was constructed of steel with an acrylic section at the point of low 
pressure/high pressure mixture so that the solid flow could be observed. The acrylic tube 
is then connected to the distributor using a series of PVC and clear, flexible tubing. 
Figure 3.1.6a shows the pneumatic transport system.  
 
3.1.7 Design of the Hoppers 
The 2 identical hoppers were designed to hold approximately 2000 pounds (907 
kg) of the solid mixture. Each of the hoppers can be used as either a feed hopper for the 
riser or a product bin to collect the particles that travel through the riser and the series of 
cyclones. One hopper was loaded manually through a hole in the top and would then 
serve as the feed hopper. The second hopper would then function as the product hopper 
and was connected to the bottom outlet of the cyclones. Once the solids have been sent 
through the system once, the feed hopper was then function as the product hopper and is 
hooked up to the cyclone outlets while the second hopper is then used as the feed hopper 
and sends the solids into the riser. The hoppers were 3 feet (914 mm) diameter cylinders 
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4 feet (1.22 m) tall with a 1.5 ft (457 mm), 45 degree conical section at the bottom with a 
2 inch (50.8 mm) diameter exit port. The walls of the tank were made from 1/16 inch (5.2 
mm) thick steel with stringers added for strength. A tank pressurization line is connected 
to a second hole in the top of the feed hopper in order to pressurize the tank and aid in the 
solid feeding process. The tanks were hung using 3 chains connected from the top of the 
main cylinder of the hopper to a joining ring above the hopper, which is connected to the 
load cell. The hopper dimensions can be seen in Figure 3.1.7a. 
 
3.1.8 Design of the Frame 
The system was all connected to a frame made of 4 inch (102 mm) tubular steel. 
The frame was fitted with 4 industrial wheels so that it could be repositioned around the 
lab area easily. The riser was connected to the outside of the frame with padded supports 
using hose clamps to hold it onto the supports. The riser was placed on the outside of the 
frame so that the hoppers could be slid underneath an exhaust hood in the experimental 
area. The cyclones were connected to a piece of 4 inch (102 mm) channel steel that was 
bolted onto the frame for easy detachment of the cyclones from the frame. The hoppers 
were connected to load cells that were connected to the frame using special pivoting bolts 
to allow limited movement of the hoppers. Two air manifolds were also bolted onto the 
frame. The frame is shown in Figure 3.1.8a with the hoppers, riser, and cyclones shown 












The system uses two flow meters to measure air flow into the distributor and the 
pneumatic transport device, three pressure transducers to measure the pressure difference 
along the height of the riser, three pressure sensors/regulators to monitor and limit the 
pressure along the air supply lines, and two load cells to measure the mass flux into and 
out of the riser respectively. The load cells and pressure transducers were connected to a 
data acquisition board in a computer. The computer used a program to determine the 
mass flux using the change of the load cell readings with respect to time and the pressure 
difference was displayed and graphed on the computer. Each load cell was also connected 
to a strain gauge indicator that served as readout for the current weight of each hopper. 
The readout from the flow meters was used along with the upstream airline pressure read 
from the pressure sensor to determine the actual airflow rate into the system. The airflow 
rate was then converted to superficial riser velocity by dividing by the cross sectional 
area of the riser.   
 
3.2.1 Data Acquisition System 
A PC computer was used to observe the weight of the hoppers and the pressure 
difference along the riser height. The signals from the load cells were sent to an Analog 
Devices 5B40-03 signal conditioner in order to amplify the signal. The signal 
conditioners were mounted in an Analog Devices 5B-08 back plane. The signal was sent 
from the back plane and the pressure transducers to an MSTB 009-09 analog termination 
board.  The signal was then sent to a Microstar Laboratories DAP 5200a/526 data 
acquisition board that was mounted in the PC.  
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The computer program that was used to read the sensors was DAPView. 
DAPView was used to read the signal and converted the signal to the appropriate 
engineering units. The signal from the pressure transducers was converted to inches of 
water per inch of riser height. The signal from the load cells was compared to the time 
interval of the readings and was converted to pounds per minute, which are the units of 
mass flow rate. The mass flow rate was then converted to mass flux by dividing by the 
cross sectional area. The time was then converted from minutes to seconds and the final 
units for mass flux were lb/ft2s (kg/m2s). 
 
3.2.2 Flow Meters 
Two flow meters were used to monitor the flow into the distributor and the 
pneumatic transport system. Two Omega FLMG series in-line pneumatic flow meters 
were chosen. The two flow meters were rated at 100 SCFM at a pressure of 100 psi. The 
flow rate is read directly from the flow meter and was corrected by entering the upstream 
air pressure into a computer program. The air pressure was read from pressure sensors 
just upstream of the flow meters.  
 
3.2.3 Pressure Transducer 
The pressure transducers used were three PX-277-01D5V differential pressure 
transducers from Omega Engineering. The transducers were rated at a full scale of 1 inch 
of water and are field adjustable to full scales of 0.5 and 0.25 inches of water. The 
accuracy of the transducers is given as 1% of the selected full scale of the transducer. The 
transducers were set up to read 0.5 inches of water full scale giving them an accuracy of 
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0.005 inches of water. The transducers also have a field adjustable output of 0 to 5 or 0 to 
10 volts dc. The transducers were set to give an output of 0 to 5 volts dc. The riser was 
drilled and tapped to 1/8 inch NPT at 1 foot intervals along the height of the riser starting 
6 inches above the distributor. Tubing connections were screwed into the riser ports and 
rubber tubing was used to connect the ports to the pressure transducers.  
 
3.2.4 Pressure Sensors/Regulators 
Three pressure sensors/regulators were used throughout the system to monitor and 
control the input airline pressure throughout the air delivery system. One pressure 
sensor/regulator was connected just upstream of the distributor and was used to observe 
the pressure into the distributor and restrict the distributor pressure to a maximum of 10 
psi. A second pressure sensor/regulator is connected just upstream of the distributor that 
splits the air supply to the flow meters. The second regulator limits the input pressure to 
120 psi. The third pressure sensor/regulator is connected upstream of the hoppers. This 
sensor/regulator is rated at 15 psi and is used to monitor and regulate the tank pressure 
according to the desired pressure required for a particular test to be performed. Two 
pressure sensors rated at 160 psi were used on the system. One pressure sensor is located 
just upstream of each flow meter. These were used to adjust the indicated flow rate from 
each of the flow meters to the actual flow rates at the given pressure.  
 
3.2.5 Load Cells 
The 2 hoppers were hung by identical load cells. The load cells were Omega S-
Beam load cells series LC101 rated at 3000 pounds each. They were used to measure the 
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original weight of the particle mixture and to monitor the mass particles in the hopper at 
any given moment during testing. The solid flow rate into the riser was also measured 
using the load cells and a computer program to determine the change in weight of the 
hopper with respect to time. The load cell on the product hopper was used to determine 
the amount of solid that was transferred to that hopper throughout the experimental 
procedure.  
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3.3  Procedures 
Experiments were made on the circulating fluidized bed system shown in Figure 
3. The airflow was supplied by the Sulair high-pressure compressor in the High Bay Test 
Facility of the NRCCE building at West Virginia University. The distributor provided 
primary airflow to the riser while secondary airflow came from the pneumatic transport 
systems.  
3.3.1 Start-up Procedure 
The startup procedure for the CFB Riser Dry Separator is given below and 
references numbers are shown in Figure 3 
1. Turn on the load-cell readouts. 
 
2. Turn on the computer and open DAPView. 
 
3. Check that all valves are closed. 
 
4. Pour the mixture into the top of the feed hopper. 
 
5. Attach the excess and dense particle bins (6 and 7) to 
the riser. 
 
6. Open the main air pressure valve (12) completely. 
 
7. Open the main tank air pressure valve (13) completely. 
 
8. Open the cyclone solid exhaust valve (1e or 2e)*  
corresponding to the product hopper. 
 
9. Open the distributor solid feed valve (1f or 2f)*  
corresponding to the feed hopper.  
 
10. Open the tank pressurizing valve (1d or 2d)*  
corresponding to the feed hopper. 
 
11. Adjust the main tank pressurizing gate valve (18) to  




12. Adjust the distributor valve (5) to the desired flow  
rate shown by the corresponding flow meter. 
 
13. Adjust the low pressure solid feed valve (1b or 2b)*  
for the feed hopper to the desired flow rate. 
 
14. Adjust the high pressure solid feed valve (1a or 2a)*  
for the feed hopper to the desired setting.  
 
15. Check the flow meters and the pressure gauge for  
equilibrium at the desired test conditions.  
 
16. Start the DAPView program to read the load cells and  
produce mass flux readings. 
 




During operation, the quantities frequently observed to insure steady state was 
attained and maintained were: 
a) All pressure gauges 
b) Air flow rate into the riser 
c) Solids mass flux using the computer  
d) Riser pressure distribution using the computer 
 
3.3.3 Shut Down Procedure 
The shut-down procedure for the system is given below according to Figure 3: 
1. Close the main tank pressurization gate valve (18). 
 
2. Ease the distributor valve (5) closed. 
 




4. Ease the low pressure solid feed valve (1b or 2b)*  
closed. 
 
5. Close the main air pressure valve (12) 
 
6. Close the main tank air pressure valve (13) 
 
7. Record the mass flux into the product hopper and out  
of the feed hopper. 
 
8. Use the magnet to separate the steel shot from the  
contents in the excess bin and particle bin and record  
the weight of the steel. 
 
9. Record the weight of the sand in the excess bin and  
particle bin.  
 
  
The asterisk (*) in the start-up and shutdown procedures show that both hoppers 1 and 2 
may be used as either feed hoppers or product hoppers. Typically hopper 1 was used for 
the initial mixture as the feed hopper and hopper 2 was used as the product hopper. If the 
solid was to be re-circulated through the system, the use of the hoppers were switched 
each time the mixture is re-circulated.  
 
3.3.4 Calibration 
The instruments were calibrated to reduce the error of the measurements taken. 
Instruments that were calibrated include the load cells and the pressure transducers. The 
load cells were calibrated using known calibration weights that were added to the weight 
of the empty hoppers to confirm the voltage to weight ratio of the load cells. The pressure 
transducers were calibrated to a known zero and for linearity using a high sensitivity, 
electronic calibration device. The pressure transducers were also re-zeroed periodically. 
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The A/D converter board was calibrated using known zero voltage input and known 5 
volt input.  
 
3.4  Test Matrix 
3.4.1 Initial Particle Sizing 
 The first step was to determine the size distribution of the steel and the sand. The 
sand must be a comparable size to the steel in order to show separation due to density 
rather than size. The sand used for the experiment was bought in 50 lb bags that had been 
dried and sieved from the packaging plant. The steel used was bought commercially and 
were smooth and spherical. The sand and steel were both sieved separately at the Energy 
Research Building at West Virginia University using screens with mesh numbers of 30, 
35, 50, 60, 100, and 140. 
 TABLE 3.4 shows the mesh number, the size of opening for each screen, the 
weight that was collected in each screen from the 100 gram sample, and the percent of 
the sample collected in each screen for the steel shot and sand.  
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Quickrete Play Sand        
Weight of Sample (g) = 100     
Mesh # Mesh Opening (microns) Weight from sample (g) Weight % 
30 500 0.3 0.3 
35 420 14.8 14.8 
60 250 59.2 59.2 
100 147 22.5 22.5 
140 106 1.73 1.73 
> 140 >106 0.2 0.2 
      
      
Steel Shot        
Weight of Sample (g) = 100     
Mesh # Mesh Opening (microns) Weight from sample (g) Weight % 
30 500 0.2 0.2 
35 420 58.3 58.25 
50 300 33.8 33.8 
60 250 0.7 0.7 
> 60 147 0.5 0.48 
Table 3.4: Size Distribution of Steel and Sand Test Particles 
 
The size distribution of both the sand and the steel is represented in Figure 3.4. The 
figure shows that the steel has a slightly larger size distribution than the sand, which is 
not ideal, but not thought to be enough to dramatically affect the ability to show 
separation according to density difference. The figure shows that there is on average a 
100 to 150 micron difference in size between the steel and the sand. The effect that a 150 
microns increase will have on the steel terminal velocity is approximately 8 ft/s (2.44 
m/s) according to Figure 2.4.1a. The effects of the density difference at an average 
particle size of the sand of 350 microns are approximately 12 ft/s (3.66 m/s) according to 
Figure 2.4.1a. While the size difference does have a noticeable effect on the particle 
terminal velocity, the density difference between steel and sand has the dominate effect 
within our test size distribution. 
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3.4.2 Initial CFB Flow Tests 
 Tests were performed in order to determine the flow characteristics in the riser at 
various combinations of superficial air velocities and mass fluxes of sand into the riser. 
The distributor of the circulating fluidized bed system was equipped with a ring that 
closed the gap between the riser wall and the distributor. The height was set at 8 feet with 
a side outlet. The flow characteristics were observed in order to determine which regimes 
would most likely fit the characteristics needed for separation.  
The flow regime diagram is a diagram that is used to shows the flow regime in the 
riser for combinations of the mass fluxes of the solids and the superficial air velocity into 
the system. The three distinct flow regimes of a CFB riser are dilute, dense, and 
core/annulus or fast fluidization regime. Dilute flow occurs when the solid content in the 
riser is very dilute and essentially moves primarily upward through the riser and through 
the outlet of the riser without excessive circulation within the riser. Dense flow occurs 
when the solid concentration in the riser due to re-circulation becomes high enough to 
disrupt the upward flow of the air through the riser and causes a bubbling action of the air 
through some or all of the riser. Core/annulus flow occurs in the transition between dilute 
and dense flow and is characterized by heavy circulation of the particles within the riser 
in which the particles flow rapidly upward in the core of the riser and flow downward 
along the wall or annulus of the riser. The particles may circulate back and forth from the 
core to the annulus flow numerous times before traveling through the outlet of the riser. 
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3.4.3 Initial Separation Tests 
The initial separation tests were conducted with the 1/8 inch gap ring for the 
distributor. The test mixture was comprised of 50 lbs (22.7 kg) of sand and 2.2 lbs (1000 
grams) of steel for each run. The tests were made by varying the mass flux of the mixture 
from approximately 0.24 lb/ft2s to 0.98 lb/ft2s (2.58 kg/m2s to 10.6 kg/m2s). The 
superficial air velocity was varied from 10.4 ft/s to 12.2 ft/s in 0.6 ft/s increments (3.17 to 
3.72 m/s in 0.18 m/s increments). Each test was recycled through the riser 2 or 3 times 
depending on the efficiency of the runs. 
 
3.4.4 Effect of Collection Gap Width 
The gap between the distributor and the riser wall in which the heavy particles 
were expected to fall in for collection was varied in order to determine what effect, if any, 
was made to the separation process. The gap is ¼ inch (6.4 mm) between the distributor 
and the riser. A ring was place on the distributor that decreased the gap by one half to 1/8 
inch (3.2 mm). The tests were conducted at both test gaps for two superficial air 
velocities as well as three different internal ring configurations for each superficial air 
velocity condition. The mass flux into the system was kept constant for all tests at 
approximately 0.56 lb/ft2s (6.03 kg/m2s).  
 
3.4.5 Effect of Riser Height 
The height of the riser was changed in order to examine the effects that the riser 
height has on the separation characteristics of the riser. Tests were run to compare the 
heights of 8 and 14 feet (2.44 and 4.27 meters). The side outlet was used for the tests as 
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well as the 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) collection gap ring. The tests were conducted at both test 
heights for three superficial air velocities. 
 
3.4.6 Effect of Internal Ring 
 It was observed during earlier testing that the solid clusters consisting of both 
heavy and light particles were traveling down rapidly along the riser wall. As the mass 
flux of solids into the riser increases, the particle clusters traveled further down the riser 
before being broken up and being caught in the up flow in the core. Whenever the 
clusters were breaking up above the distributor, much of the heavy particles would 
continue downward along the wall as the lighter particles were primarily re-entrained by 
the up-flow of air in the core. At a certain mass flux, the particle clusters begin to flow 
completely down the riser to the distributor. As the cluster reached the distributor, some 
of the solid mixture was carried back up the riser in the core while much was dropped 
through the collection gap and into the heavy particle collection bin. This leads to high 
collection rates of light particles in the heavy particle collection bin when mass fluxes 
were increased to this point.  
A method of breaking up these downward annulus clusters of particles before they 
reach the distributor was needed in order to increase the mass flux that could be 
processed by the system in order to make the system practical. To do this, the riser was 
equipped with internal rings with smaller diameters than the riser that act as a barrier 
along the wall to downward flow. They were installed approximately 3 feet above the 
distributor. As the solid clusters move downward along the wall from the top of the riser 
they hit the rings. The clusters were broken up and diverted back into the core of the 
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riser. The heavy particles were expected to continue to flow downward, past the ring, and 
back to the annulus of the riser below the internal ring. The heavy particles travel down 
past the distributor through the collection gap and into the heavy particle collection bin. 
The light particles were expected to begin traveling back up the core of the riser once 
they were reintroduced to the core by the internal ring. Rings with internal diameters of 4 
and 4.5 inches (102 and 114 mm) were tested and compared to tests without any internal 
ring. 
 
3.4.7 Effect of Outlet 
The outlet was changed in an attempt to limit the circulation of solids within the 
riser to increase capacity without increasing sand collection. The new outlet was only be 
tested on the 14 foot (4.27 m) riser since it is assumed that an 8 foot (2.44 m) riser would 
likely allow excessive amounts of steel to flow directly through the riser and not have 
enough room to be separated. The side outlet riser is compared to the 90 degree swept 
outlet in this section.  
 
3.4.8 Effects of Initial Heavy Particle Mass Fraction 
 The steel to sand ratio of the test mixture was altered in order to determine the 
effect on the performance of the system. The first mixture tested consisted of 4.2 % steel 
and 95.8 % sand. The results were then compared to tests conducted with a mixture of 




3.4.9 Size Distribution after Tests 
The size distribution of select tests was observed in order to determine what size 
of sand was collected and what size was not as well as the steel collected. The sizes were 
observed as they were before testing began by sieving samples of steel and sand. A 
sample of sand and steel that were collected as well as the sand that was not collected 







































RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction to the Data 
 The results from the tests that were conducted on the experimental circulating 
fluidized bed riser system are shown below. Due to the large amount of data that was 
taken and the numerous graphs that are necessary to present all of the information 
attained, only a representative set of data will be presented in this chapter. A number of 
the figures showing the data for other specific tests are presented in the appendix of this 
paper.  
 
4.2 Initial CFB Flow Tests 
 Tests were performed for various combinations of mass and superficial air 
velocities to determine conditions for acceptable solids separation. The data was also 
used to develop the flow regime diagram shown in Figure 4.2a for the riser with the 
initial test geometry. It was observed early in the tests that dense flow and fully 
developed core/annulus flow would not be practical separation regimes due to high 
amounts of un-separated solid flowing into the collection gap. The most promising flow 
regime corresponded to a lightly loaded, low mass flux into the riser, core-annulus flow. 
Therefore, the majority of the initial tests were used to develop the flow regime diagram.  
The regime that was determined to be the most probable for successful separation 
was the transitional phase from the dilute phase to the core/annulus phase. This phase is 
characterized by downward pulses of solid clusters in the annulus of the riser that extend 
downward into the lower one-half of the riser without actually reaching the distributor. 
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The downward motion of the clusters broke up in the lower one-half of the riser and the 
majority of the solids were re-entrained by the flow through the core. The break up of 
particles near the distributor allowed heavy particles to continue down the wall and 
through the gap and the light particles in the cluster to re-entrain into the upward core 
flow.  
The flow within the riser can also be broken into core/annulus, dilute, and dense 
regions throughout the height of the riser. In dense riser flow, the riser is actually 
characterized by a dense region in the bottom and a core/annulus region above that. In the 
transitional phase between core/annulus and dilute flow, the riser can be divided into two 
sections. The upper section is core/annulus flow with an apparent dilute region below 
that. Figure 4.2b shows the percentage of the riser height that was occupied by the 
different flow regimes for various conditions. A complete collection of these figures can 
be seen in Appendix A. All of the figures show trends consistent to that of Figure 4.2b.   
Figure 4.2c shows the height of the transition from the dilute flow regime to 
core/annulus flow regime versus the mass flux into the system for various superficial air 
velocities. The height was defined as the height above the distributor in which the 
downward flowing clusters typically broke up. The figure shows that for a constant mass 
flux, the height of the transition increases as the air velocity increases. For a constant air 
velocity, the transition height increases as the mass flux decreases. It can be noted that for 
a transition height of zero, the clusters are reaching the collection gap before breakup 
occurs. This should correspond to a dramatic increase in sand collection, effectively 
decreasing the efficiency of separation for the system. 
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Figure 4.2a: Experimental Flow Regime Diagram for Riser
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Figure 4.2b: Percent of Riser Occupied by Different Flow Regimes 
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Figure 4.2c: Height of Dilute Flow Regime versus Mass Flux
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4.3 Initial Separation Tests  
 The initial separation tests were conducted with the side outlet, a gap size of 1/8 
inch (3.2 mm), and a riser height of 8 ft (2.44 m). The test mixture had a heavy particle 
mass fraction of 0.042. The effects of recycling the solid mixture through the riser 
numerous times was observed in order to determine the feasibility of external recycling 
as a means to increase the high density particle collection efficiency. To determine the 
effectiveness of separation, the particles that were collected in the heavy particle 
collection bin were analyzed after each cycle. 
 Figure 4.3 a, b, and c show the collection efficiency of the heavy particles, light 
particles and the heavy particle mass fraction respectively for the initial separation tests at 
a superficial air velocity of 11.6 ft/s (3.54 m/s). The figures show tests conducted at 
various mass fluxes with multiple passes of the mixture through the riser. The particles 
that were collected from the top outlet of the riser and through the series of cyclones was 
recycled through the riser system a number of times. The results for each pass for a test 
condition are represented in the figure. The figure shows that the highest heavy particle 
collection was seen for the highest mass flux of 0.93 lb/ft2s (10.0 kg/m2s). The high mass 
flux also resulted in a very high light particle collection of 24% after only one run. This 
shows that while heavy particle collection was high, the density separation phenomenon 
was not dominant. When the mass flux was decreased to 0.66 lb/ft2s (7.10 kg/m2s), the 
heavy particle collection decreased by approximately 15% but the light particle collection 
decreased by over 50% resulting in a more efficient separation. As the mass flux 
decreased below 0.66 lb/ft2s (7.10 kg/m2s), the heavy particle collection steadily 
increased and the light particle collection steadily decreased. The effect of multiple 
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passes through the system on collection efficiency was consistent for all mass fluxes. The 
amount of sand collected for each pass was consistent while the amount of steel collected 
decreased significantly for each successive pass that the mixture made through the riser. 
This decrease in heavy particle collection efficiency after each pass is due to the dramatic 
decrease in heavy particle concentration in the mixture due to the collection of previous 
passes. Appendix B shows figures similar to Figure 4.3 a, b, and c for tests conducted 
with three different superficial air velocities.   
 Figure 4.3 d, e, and f show a comparison of the heavy particle collection 
efficiency, light particle collection efficiency, and heavy particle mass fraction 
respectively for three different superficial air velocities tested at the same mass flux. The 
heavy particle collection and light particle collection both increase as the superficial air 
velocity decreases. The heavy particle mass fraction decreases as the superficial air 
velocity decreases.  
The heavy particle collection efficiency versus mass flux can be seen for each of 
the superficial air velocities tested in Figure 4.3g. The figure shows that the heavy 
particle collection efficiency decreases as the mass flux increases until approximately 
0.61 lb/ft2s (5.57 kg/m2s). At this point, the downward annular flow rate in the riser is so 
high that the solid clusters entered the gap. This results in higher heavy particle collection 
but also much higher light particle collection as can be seen in Figure 4.3h. This figure 
shows the light particle collection versus mass flux for the superficial air velocities tested. 
A significant increase in the effect of a mass flux causes an increase of the light particle 
collection, which can be seen at a mass flux of around 0.49 to 0.61 lb/ft2s (5.27 to 6.57 
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kg/m2s). The heavy particle mass fraction can be seen as a function of mass flux for the 
various superficial air velocities tested in Figure 4.3i.  
 The pressure change along the height of the riser was monitored using three 
differential pressure transducers. The riser height was divided into three even lengths and 
the differential pressures across each of the three sections were measured. The 
differential pressure for each section was then divided by the length of the individual 
section so that an average pressure difference per unit length could be determined for 
each of the three sections.  
The average height of the pressure measurements were plotted against the average 
differential pressure per inch for three superficial air velocities at the same mass flux in 
Figure 4.3j. The figure shows that at the highest section of the riser the pressure 
difference is greater for a higher superficial air velocity. At the bottom of the riser the 
pressure difference is lower for a higher superficial air velocity. The slope of the line 
increases as the velocity decreases.  
The pressure difference per inch along the riser height is shown in Figure 4.3k 
for a superficial air velocity of 11.0 (3.35 m/s) respectively. The figure shows that for an 
increasing mass flux at the same superficial air velocity, the pressure difference increases 
along the entire length of the riser but the slope of the line stays constant with a constant 
superficial air velocity regardless of the mass flux. A large pressure difference generally 
implies that there is a large amount of particles in the riser across that pressure reading.  
Appendix B shows additional differential pressure figures for various superficial air 
velocities and mass fluxes.   
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Figure 4.3a: Effects of Number of Passes on Heavy Particle 
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Figure 4.3b: Effects of Number of Passes on Light Particle 
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Figure 4.3c: Effects of Number of Passes on Heavy Particle Mass 
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Figure 4.3d: Effects of Superficial Velocity and Number of Passes on 






































Figure 4.3e: Effects of Superficial Velocity and Number of Passes on 




































Figure 4.3f: Effects of Superficial Velocity and Number of Passes on 










































Figure 4.3g: Heavy Particle Collection Efficiency vs. Mass Flux
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Figure 4.3h: Light Particle Collection Efficiency vs. Mass Flux
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Figure 4.3i: Heavy Particle Mass Fraction vs. Mass Flux
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Figure 4.3j: DP/DH Along Riser Height (mm H2O/mm) @ Jp~ 2.69 kg/m2s




















Figure 4.3k: DP/DH Along Riser Height (mm H2O/mm) @ Uo = 3.35 m/s





















4.4 Effect of Collection Gap Width 
 Figure 4.4a shows the effects of the gap width on the heavy particle collection, 
light particle collection, and heavy particle mass fraction with a superficial air velocity of 
11.6 ft/s (3.54 m/s). The figure shows an increase in collection of both sand and steel 
when the gap was increased. The heavy particle mass fraction was consistent as the gap 
increased. Appendix C shows numerous other tests comparing the effects of gap width 






Figure 4.4a: Effects of Gap Variation 






















4.5 Effect of Riser Height Variation 
 The mass flux into the system was kept constant for all tests at approximately 
0.55 lb/ft2s (5.92 kg/m2s). Figure 4.5 a and b show the tests conducted at the two 
different heights for three different superficial air velocities, for the same mass flux, and 
no internals. The side outlet was used and only one pass was conducted on the mixture. 
Figure 4.5a shows the heavy particle collection efficiency and shows a consistent 
increase in heavy particle collection for the 14 foot (4.27 m) high riser. Figure 4.5b 
shows the heavy particle mass fraction collected. A decrease in heavy particle mass 
fraction collected at the 14 foot (4.27 m) height is shown at 10.4 ft/s (3.17 m/s) while the 
heavy particle mass fraction increased for tests conducted at 11.0 and 11.6 ft/s (3.35 and 
3.54 m/s).  
Figure 4.5c shows the effect of the height on the heavy particle collection 
efficiency, light particle collection efficiency, and heavy particle mass fraction 
respectively for the various test conditions conducted at 11.6 ft/s (3.54 m/s) The heavy 
particle mass fraction collected consistently increased for the increased riser height at this 
velocity. Appendix D shows height comparisons for numerous other test conditions 
conducted and show similar results.  
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Figure 4.5a: Effect of Riser Height on Heavy Particle Collection Efficiency
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Figure 4.5b: Effect of Riser Height on Heavy Particle Mass Fraction
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Figure 4.5c: Effect of Riser Height Variation
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4.6 Effect of Internal Rings 
Figure 4.6a shows the effects of the ring diameter to riser diameter ratio on the 
collection efficiency of steel and sand for three different superficial air velocities at the 
same mass flux. The tests were performed with a 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) collection gap and an 
8 foot (2.44 m) riser height with a side outlet. The figure shows that the 4.5 inch (114 
mm) internal diameter ring, or a ring to riser diameter ratio of 0.9, had little effect on both 
the steel and light particle collection efficiencies at all three superficial air velocity 
conditions. The 4 inch (102 mm) internal diameter ring, corresponding to a 0.8 ring to 
riser diameter ratio, caused a dramatic decrease in both steel and light particle collection 
for all three superficial air velocity conditions.  
The most dramatic effects can be seen for the tests conducted with a superficial 
air velocity of 10.4 ft/s (3.17 m/s). While the tests without a ring showed a very high 
heavy particle collection efficiency of over 90%, the system also collected over 15% of 
the sand in the mixture. By using the 4 inch (102 mm) internal ring, the light particle 
collection was dropped to only 5% while heavy particle collection was only somewhat 
effected and remained over 85%. 
Figure 4.6b shows the effects that the rings had on the heavy particle mass 
fraction collected for the tests shown in Figure 4.6a. The 0.9 diameter ratio ring showed 
little effect on the heavy particle mass fraction when compared to no ring conditions. On 
the other hand the heavy particle mass fraction collected was significantly higher at all 
superficial air velocity conditions for the tests conducted with the 0.8 diameter ratio ring 
when compared to the smaller ring and no ring conditions. This shows that while the 
heavy particle and light particle collection efficiencies both decrease for the small ring, 
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the light particle collection is more dramatically reduced than the heavy particle 
collection.  
Figure 4.6c shows the pressure difference along the 8 foot (2.44 m) riser for each 
of the internal rings and no ring tests at a superficial air velocity of 11.6 ft/s (3.54 m/s). 
The internal rings height is shown on the graph as well as the height of each of the 
pressure taps. The internal ring was between the pressure taps for the middle differential 
pressure transducer. The figure shows that the differential pressure decreases below a 
smaller diameter internal ring. The opposite happens just above the ring as a smaller 
diameter ring yields significantly higher differential pressures. At the top section of the 
riser, the differential pressure is higher for a smaller diameter internal ring. Appendix E 
shows figures that compare the effects of the internal rings for numerous other conditions 
tested with similar results. 
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Figure 4.6a: Effect of Internals on Collection Efficiency
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Figure 4.6b: Effect of Internal Ring on Heavy Particle Mass Fraction Collected 
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Figure 4.6c: Effect of Internal Rings on DP/DH Along Riser Height (in H2O/in) 

























4.7 Effect of Outlet 
 Tests were first conducted to determine if the collection gap width would have a 
considerable effect on the heavy particle mass fraction collected with the new outlet 
geometry since the new outlet does not promote nearly the same annulus down flow. 
Figure 4.7a shows the comparison of the gap width at a superficial air velocity of 11.6 
ft/s (3.54 m/s) and a mass flux of 0.57 lb/ft2s (2.78 kg/m2s). The figure shows a 
noticeable increase in heavy particle collection with the wider gap but not nearly as high 
of an increase in light particle collection as with the old outlet design. This resulted in a 
very small decrease in heavy particle mass fraction with a slight increase in overall heavy 
particle collection for the wider collection gap. These results lead the future tests with the 
new outlet to be conducted with a ¼ inch (6.4 mm) collection gap to maximize heavy 
particle collection efficiency.  
In Figure 4.7b, the 90 degree swept outlet was tested against the side outlet at 
11.6 ft/s (3.54 m/s). The 90 degree swept outlet was tested at an equal mass flux to the 
side outlet tests. The new outlet was also tested with a much higher mass flux than the 
side outlet test. These tests show that the heavy particle collection decreased slightly for 
the new outlet at the same mass flux. The light particle collection was dramatically 
decreased for the new outlet resulting in nearly twice the heavy particle mass fraction for 
the new outlet at the same mass flux. It also showed a comparable heavy particle mass 
fraction for the new outlet at a much higher mass flux than the side outlet. The tests show 
that the mass flux can be increased by nearly 80% over the old outlet with comparable 
results.   
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Figure 4.7c shows the comparison of three tests conducted with the new outlet. It 
shows that if high heavy particle collection is of importance, the superficial air velocity 
of 11.0 ft/s (3.35 m/s) can collect 97% of the steel with a much improved mass flux over 
the old outlet and still retain a very good heavy particle mass fraction. If low collection of 
sand is important and only moderate heavy particle collection is needed, the superficial 
air velocity can be increased to 11.6 ft/s (3.54 m/s) and light particle collection can be 
reduced. Further tests were conducted to determine a wide range of performance curves 
for this configuration so that a variation in product results can be obtained to optimize 
performance depending on desired results.  
Figure 4.7d shows the difference in the pressure difference along the 14 foot riser 
for both outlets at 11.6 ft/s (3.54 m/s). The figure shows an increase in the pressure 
difference as you move upward through the riser with the side outlet. With the 90 degree 
swept outlet, the pressure difference decreases as you move up the riser. This is due to a 
much less restrictive outlet configuration. Appendix F shows additional tests comparing 
















Figure 4.7a: Gap Comparison For 90 Degree Outlet 





















Figure 4.7b: Outlet Comparison 
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Figure 4.7c: 90 Degree Bend Outlet
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Figure 4.7d: Effect of Outlet Design on DP/DH Along Riser Height (in H2O/in) 























4.8 Effects of Initial Heavy Particle Mass Fraction 
Tests were conducted to determine the effect that the heavy particle mass fraction 
of the initial test mixture has on the performance of the system. Figure 4.8a shows the 
two tests conducted with the same riser configuration, superficial air velocity, and mass 
flux into the system. The first test was conducted with the test mixture used for the earlier 
tests with a heavy particle mass fraction of 0.042, or 4.2% steel by weight. The second 
test was conducted with a heavy particle mass fraction of 0.340 or 34% steel by weight. 
This test is important in order to determine how the system will be affected by varying 
mineral compositions. The figure shows that the heavy particle collection efficiency 
decreased and the light particle collection increased with an increased initial heavy 
particle mass fraction. Figure 4.8b shows the initial heavy particle mass fraction of the 
test mixture compared to the collected heavy particle mass fraction for both mixtures. 
Although the separation isnt as efficient for the 34% steel mixture, the heavy particle 
mass fraction was still increased significantly.  
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Figure 4.8a: Effects of Initial Heavy Particle Mass Fraction  
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Figure 4.8b: Effects of Initial Heavy Particle Mass Fraction  
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4.9 Size Distribution of Individual Tests 
 The size distribution of the sand and steel collected and the sand rejected in the 
test using an air velocity of 10.4 ft/s (3.17 m/s) and a mass flux of 0.29 lb/ft2s (3.12 
kg/m2s) was examined and is shown in FIGURE 4.9. This test was used due to the high 
efficiency of heavy particle collection and low light particle collection. It can be seen that 
the collected sand size distribution is made up of a slightly larger overall size than the 
sand that was not collected. The graph shows that there was still a large amount of sand 
that was of a larger size that was not collected during the test. There was also a fair 
amount of smaller sand particles that were collected, showing that the particles were not 
collected due to their large size alone.  
 
 



























CHAPTER 5  
CONCLUSIONS and RECOMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
 The exploratory study on the separation of particles according to density using a 
circulating fluidized bed riser system has been conducted. The system has established 
that a circulating fluidized bed riser is a possible dry separation process based on density. 
The effects that numerous variables had on the performance of the system were observed 
in order to maximize the system efficiency. Additional variables were assigned to the 
system according to the observed flow patterns of the particles during the testing process.  
 The original riser geometry with a riser height of 8 feet (2.44 m) and a side outlet 
was capable of collecting over 75% of the heavy particles after one pass and over 91% 
after two passes at a low mass flux of 0.39 lb/ft2s (1.91 kg/m2s) and a superficial air 
velocity of 11.6 ft/s (3.54 m/s). Less than 1% of the light particles were collected after 
both passes at these conditions resulting in a heavy particle mass fraction of around 0.77 
after both passes.  
 The collection gap width had little or no effect on the separation phenomenon. By 
increasing the gap, both the heavy particle and light particle collection efficiencies 
increased comparably. The gap can be sized according to the desired product or the 
importance of a high heavy particle collection efficiency compared to a low light particle 
collection efficiency. By increasing the height of the riser from 8 to 14 feet (2.44 to 4.27 
m), the heavy particle collection efficiency increased by as much as 45% as well as an 
increase in heavy particle mass fraction of as much as 28%. The addition of internal rings 
resulted in a slight decrease in both heavy particle and light particle collection efficiency 
but the rings increased heavy particle mass fraction by 100% in some cases. By changing 
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from a side outlet to a 90 degree swept outlet, the heavy particle collection efficiency was 
decreased by about 10 to 15%. The light particle collection efficiency was decreased by 
around 75%, resulting in an increase in the heavy particle mass fraction of around 57%. 
By increasing the heavy particle mass fraction of the test mixture from 0.042 to 0.340, the 
heavy particle collection efficiency was decreased by around 12% with an increase in the 
light particle collection efficiency of nearly 300%. Although a significant increase in 
light particle collection was made with a mixture containing much more steel, the system 
was still very effective at separating the particles.  
 It was concluded that within the scope of the tests performed in this study that a 
riser that was 14 feet (4.27 m) tall with a 90 degree swept outlet combined the best 
separation characteristics with the highest observed mass flux through the system. This 
system geometry allowed for a collection efficiency of heavy particles of over 80% and a 
mass fraction of collected particles of over 0.70 at a mass flux of 0.57 lb/ft2s (2.78 
kg/m2s).  
 While it is hard to determine the economical feasibility of the system in industry 
at this point, the system has the potential for a very efficient separation of particles by 
density difference. Future work should determine the capacity and operating costs of a 




 The CFB riser system designed, built and tested for this work was successful in 
completing the objectives but certain improvements can be made for future work 
conducted on this subject.  
 
The air supply must be consistent throughout the testing procedure and fluctuations in 
line pressure must be minimized. Special care should be taken when choosing the air 
source and any additional upstream air requirements for the air source must be monitored 
to eliminate or reduce the effects.  
 
The mass flow rate into the riser is a very important variable due to the operation of the 
riser at the transitional point between two flow regimes. The mass flow should be 
mechanically supplied to the riser in order to eliminate fluctuations that occurred during 
the pneumatic transport that was used during these tests. A screw feed would perhaps be 
the most consistent mass feed device and should be considered.  
 
Variations in the riser diameter should be observed. Further tests conducted with internal 
rings of various diameters and locations should occur. Various riser heights should be 
observed to determine the ideal riser height. While the tests conducted in this study 
observed the general effects of each of these variables, further tests should help 
understand the full potential of the riser system. 
 
Ideally, a computer control system should be used to consistently monitor and adjust the 
airflow and mass flow into the system. More differential pressure transducers should be 
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Figure A1: Percent of Riser Occupied by Different 
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Figure A2: Percent of Riser Occupied by Different 
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Figure A3: Percent of Riser Occupied by Different 



















Figure A4: Percent of Riser Occupied by Different Flow 






























Figure B1: Effects of Number of Passes on Heavy 

































Figure B2: Effects of Number of Passes on Light 






























Figure B3: Effects of Number of Passes on Heavy Particle Mass 











































Figure B4: Effects of Number of Passes on Heavy 
































Figure B5: Effects of Number of Passes on Light 




























Figure B6: Effects of Number of Passes on Heavy Particle Mass 











































































Figure B8: Effects of Number of Passes on Light Particle 
































Figure B9: Effects of Number of Passes on Heavy Particle 








































Figure B10: DP/DH Along Riser Height (in H2O/in) @ 10.4 ft/s






















Figure B11: DP/DH Along Riser Height (in H2O/in) @ 12.2 ft/s

































F igure C 1: Ef fects  o f  Gap o n H eavy P art ic le  C o llect io n Ef ficiency 
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Figure C2: Effects of Gap on Light Particle Collection Efficiency 
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Figure C3: Effects of Gap on Heavy Particle Mass Fraction 
































F igure  D 1: Ef fect o f R iser H eight o n H eavy P art ic le  C o llect io n Ef fic iency 
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F igure D 2: Effect  o f R iser H eight  o n Light P artic le  C o llect io n Ef fic iency 
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Figure D3: Effect of Riser Height on Heavy Particle Mass Fraction






















































Figure E1: Heavy Particle Mass Fraction Collected 
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Figure E2: Effect of Internals on Heavy Particle Mass Fraction Collected 
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Figure E3: Effect of Internal Rings on DP/DH Along Riser Height (in H2O/in) 
























Figure E4: Effect of Internal Rings on DP/DH Along Riser Height (in H2O/in) 






















Figure E5: Effect of Internal Rings on DP/DH Along Riser Height (in H2O/in) 






















Figure E6: Effect of Internal Rings on DP/DH Along Riser Height (in H2O/in) 


























Figure F1: Gap Comparison For 90 Degree Outlet 





















Figure F2: Outlet Comparison 
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Figure F3: E ffect of Outlet D esign on D P/D H  Along R iser H eight (in  H2O/in) 
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Figure F4: Effect of Outlet Design on DP/DH Along Riser Height (in H2O/in) 
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